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ART VILLAGE 2013
2010 started the construction of the Art Village – a place where artists
can meet and work together.
The Summer Art Academy was planned to open doors in May this year, but
unfortunately the complex is not finished yet.
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Meanwhile 17 international artists booked their residency in advance, supporting
this way the idea and the body of Lessedra Art Village and Summer Art Academy:
Chloe Dee Noble, USA; Margaret Ashman, England; Lijtje and Rob van Straaten,
The Netherlands; Jack Cymber, Israel; Yoram Lilach, Israel; Eleanora Hofer,
Republic of South Africa, Tsutomu Kono and Hiroko Kono, Japan; Miwako Oso,
Iida Printmaking Group, Japan; Suzanne Blouin, Canada; Lacia Vogel, Canada;
Ayako Kobayashi, Japan; Victoria Goro Rapoport, USA; Susan Hurrel Fieldes, New
Zealand; Beate Scheller, Germany/USA and Debra Radke, USA.
Despite of the fact of the delay of the construction last September I have informed
the artists and invited them for a first residency and workshop by another possible
accommodation and facilities for creative meetings and work – of course together
with Bulgarian artists invited to join this first international residency.
In the time span from July 14th until September 1st 6 artists came for a stay of 2
weeks:
Lacia Vogel, Canada
Suzanne Blouin, Canada
Victoria Goro-Rapoport, USA
Debra Radke, USA
Beate Scheller, Germany/USA
Susan Hurrell Fieldes, New Zealand
The very personal views of the participants: their artist`s statements.
The only text I have done: explanations to the photographs, highlighting in
addition the success and the problems of this first residency.
Georgi Kolev
Founder and Director
Lessedra Gallery and Contemporary Art Projects
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SUMMER RESIDENCY 2013
THE ARTISTS
International Artists
July 14th – July 31st

Victoria Goro - Rapoport, U. S. A.

July 20th – August 7th
July 25th – August 11th

Suzanne Blouin, Canada
Debra Radke, U. S. A.
with husband Richard Radke

July 26th – August 11th

Beate Scheller, Germany/U. S. A.

August 14th – September 1st
August 17th – September 1st

Susan Hurrell Fieldes, New Zealand
Bulgarian Artists
Christo Kardjilov
Christo Yotov – YOTO
Christophor Krustev
Marin Kasarski
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Lacia Vogel, Canada
with friend
Kathryn Newman-Renwick
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LACIA VOGEL

Kathryn and Lacia from Canada just
arriving at the Art Village

Kathryn`s Birthday on July 16th is
wonderful occasion to start the summer
residency with a party

Lacia and Christo Yotov are curious how
Kardjilov is working on his plate

Christo Kardjilov is not only a good Printmaking artist, but a perfect Master Printer – now
starting to prepare the press for printing

Both Christos - Kardjilov and Yotov

Marin Kasarski, the sculptor who lives and
works in Lessidren is very pleased to meet
Christo Yotov in his outdoor studio

Kardjilov assisting Lacia by
the inking of the plate

Lacia and Kardjolov – it is not an easy task
to fix the press for professional printing
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Review:
Participating in a printmaking artist
residency in the village of Lesidren,
Bulgaria, in the summer of 2013,
was a very interesting experience.
Though there were some difficulties,
primarily caused by cultural differences and communication barriers,
overall it was a positive and rewarding time for me. As it was the first
year a residency of this kind was
held, I expected that we would have
the privilege of helping to figure out
some of the challenges, so that future events will work more effectively. I hope that this review will provide insight to both the organizers
and artists who visit in the future.
When I was not in the studio, I was
privileged to visit a rural farmer, sit
as a model for local sculptor Marin
Kasarski, explore the Troyan monastery, visit both the old and the
new capital cities, and celebrate the
festival of St. Elijah. Every morning
as we walked to Georgi‘s home to
prepare for the day, there were shepherds in the cobbled streets, guiding
their flocks out to pasture. Almost
everyone in the village had a garden
where they grew their own fruit and
vegetables. Georgi was no exception:
every night we ate fresh tomatoes,
cucumbers and garlic from his gar4

den, and the yoghurt was made fresh
daily.

Summer Residency starting with a dinner on July 16th celebrating Kathryn`s
Birthday – (from left to right) Kathryn, Lacia, Marin Kasarski, Iva (Marin`s wife),
Valya (Lessedra), Christo Kardjilov and Christo Yotov

So many tools for Dry Point we have,
tools with a long and rich professional
history…

Lacia - print is coming out

Happy First Print, Lacia...

Also, though I was aware that the
work space and equipment for printmaking would not be entirely ready,
there were no specific details on the
website to indicate the size or condition of the space and the press.
For this reason, I took no supplies
with me, choosing instead to create
a project using only the tools and
materials available to me in Bulgaria.
Christo Kardjilov, a Bulgarian artist who worked for many years in
drypoint, set up the press and demonstrated his method for preparing
plexiglass plates. While this worked
for my needs to some extent, other
artists in the future need to know
exactly what will be available to
them when they arrive. I was able to
make three editions of single layer
prints only because I had the entire
work space to myself most of the
time. There was really only space for
one artist at a time to work, and the
work table was also the supper table.
We managed, but in the future it
will be vital to have separate areas for
working and eating.
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Lacia working for the first
time on a plastic plate

The principal coordinator, Georgi
Kolev, went out of his way to accomodate the needs of all his guests,
no easy task given our diverse cultural backgrounds. At the same time,
he and his wife Valya took us into
their home and introduced us to
exquisite, home cooked Bulgarian
cuisine. While this was certainly
generous of our hosts and added
to the richness of the overall experience, it was also a cause of tension
for some of the visiting artists. Our
work schedule was built around
meals, where it would probably have
been more efficient for the artists to
have meals built around studio time.
We suggested one community meal
during the day, whether breakfast,
lunch or supper, with a community
kitchen space for artists to arrange
meals at their own discretion for the
rest of the day.
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Furthermore, the village was a beautiful little place. However, our time
was so structured that we had very
little time to explore it on our own.
We were there for ten days before
we went to a store unescorted. Our
gracious host Georgi was doing his
best to make sure we had everything
we needed. However, his enthusiasm
Lacia and Christo are satisfied
and desire to please felt, at times, too
with the first print
restrictive. For instance, when my
friend and I wished to walk back to
our hotel after dinner, which was
only a ten minute walk away from
Georgi‘s outdoor studio area, he insisted that we have an escort. When
we told him we wanted to walk
alone, he continued to insist that
we have an escort. For his part, he
thought only of making things more Important part of the
Summer Residency
convenient for us. It took some time Project
is the bronze
before he came to understand that
portrait of each one
of the artists for the
we really did want to walk home by
sculptural garden of
ourselves. The streets of the village the Art Village – Marin
were serene at night in a way I have Kasarski starting with
Lacia Vogel
never experienced at home.

Lacia and Kathryn are happy
in the mountains of Lessidren
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So, the three main suggestions for
improving future residencies in the
village were:
1) Provide community cooking/eating space separate from the studio/
work space. Have one community
meal per day at a scheduled time,
with meals at the artist‘s discretion
Lacia has an assistant from the village, after
the rest of the day.
helping her by the printing on the press,
now
he is curiously surprised what can come
2) Provide individual work spaces
out this way
for artists and provide a fan or an air
conditioning unit (In all seriousness,
it is very hot in Bulgaria in the middle of summer!)
3) Give artists more freedom to
move around in the village. Make
time in each day with no structure
for two reasons: give the host and
hostess some respite from the constant demand of coordinating activities for 6 or 7 people, and give guests
Lacia preparing the
time to relax, enjoy their surroundprints for signing in
ings on their own terms, and work
the library of Georgi
Kolev
now sitting on
in their own way, at their own pace.
a carpet handmade
Perhaps provide a simple street map by his mother – here
will be also the
indicating the locations of stores,
future Library of the
shops and amenities.
Art Village
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Marin Kasarski in his outdoor studio likes
very much to talk about art and life while
making the portraits

Lacia has a new friend and printmaking assistant - the small black cat called
„Schmutzka“, name coming from German
term Schmutz, used by Bulgarian printmakers
for dirty spots on the print and the special
technique for cleaning them

If the opportunity ever arises, I
would love to return to visit the
friends I made there, and to work
in the finished facilities. Georgi
has a vision for a self-contained
artist village within Lesidren: a
stone building constructed in the
traditional Bulgarian way, with accommodations for artists and their
Friendly meeting in the mountain - a hospitable families, studio spaces for printmakLessidrenian family offering homemade brandy
(plumb brandy called SLIVOVITSA) and white ing, painting and sculpture, and a
cheese from their own sheep
kitchen area. The artists who came
this year stayed in the village hotel
and adapted to the available studio
space. At this time, some of the
logistics have yet to be worked out.
I feel very fortunate to have had
this opportunity to participate in a
residency in its first stage of growth.
Hopefully in time, the artist village
will be complete and Georgi‘s vision
will become a reality.
Lacia in the printmaking studio
of the Art Academy in Sofia

The Chicken Story

Lacia and Kathryn in the church
of Troyan Monastery

Georgi with Kathryn and Lacia at the lake of
Lessidren – wonderful place in the summer
for holiday and for fishing

Lacia in the home-studio of Christo
Kardjilov who now days prefers to give up
Printmaking, switching more and more to
Paintings and Watercolors

In the home-studio of Christo Kardjilov –
Lacia is deeply impressed by the large size
prints of the Bulgarian King of Dry Point

Kathryn and Lacia with the master printer
Victor at the Lithography printmaking
studio of the Union of Bulgarian Artists

It began almost a year before, when
I took my first course in intaglio at
UBC Okanagan in Kelowna, British
Columbia Canada.
My instructor cracked a joke about
how intaglio, or etching, can take on
an esoteric, mysterious quality because of the many elaborate technical preparations required before
a print can be pulled. Perhaps one
day, someone would make a ritual
sacrifice to appease the print gods,
ensuring success in the studio. The
students laughed, and thought no
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As part of the Lesidren residency in
the summer of 2013, Georgi Kolev
and his wife Valya welcomed international artists not only into their
home, but also into some of their
cultural traditions.
Valya spent many hours in the garden, growing and tending fresh vegetables which she then transformed
into elaborate meals. About a week
into my stay, one of the dishes laid
for the evening meal was boiled
chicken and potatoes.
This was not just any ordinary dish.
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more of it. Such a thing would never
actually happen.
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When I told Georgi about this joke,
he turned it into an opportunity to
share a part of his culture. Two free
run, organically grown, local hens
were selected to be our dinner. They
were butchered, cleaned and cooked,
and we had them for dinner, along
with some excellent potatoes. In the
rural village of Lesidren, chicken is
available in local shops, but more
often than not, if someone wants
chicken for dinner, they go out and
get it from their back yard, or from
their neighbor. Up until now, the
only chicken I have eaten came from
a neat, clean package in a supermarket, far removed from its original
context as a living farm animal.
Though I have always understood
in an intellectual sense that meat
comes from living animals before it
ends up on market shelves, I now
have a greater appreciation for the
food I eat on a daily basis. It is more
than just food. This humbling event
also gave me a greater understanding of the differences between the
culture of efficient, industrial „food“
production I was raised in, and a
slower, more humane way oriented
around a completely different way of
life.

The Printmaking studio of the Union of
Bulgarian Artists – Lacia is wondering how
they can work here by such old fashioned
conditions and technical facilities…

Victoria Goro-Rapoport can not find a proper
place to work by these unusual and unexpected (for her) circumstances…

Victoria and Lacia in
the temporary studio
Victoria organizing the work space
in the library of Georgi – behind
her are the books with original
classical novels by Dostoevsky,
Gogol, Heine…

Incidentally, all the prints I pulled
that day worked perfectly.

Victoria looking at Lacia when inking
the plate – a hard and dirty, but in the
same time important part of the Printmaking process
Marin and Christo Kardjilov discussing
the sculptural portrait of Kathryn

Lacia Vogel is ready for the chicken
feast – offering up as a sacrifice the
chicken to the God of Printmaking
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VICTORIA GORO-RAPOPORT

Group portrait with the chicken - Christo Kardjilov, Lacia
Vogel, Baba TOTKA and Victoria Gorto-Rapoport

Victoria likes the head of the chicken and
this will be the subject of her first print

Victoria Goro-Rapoport starting
to work on the plastic plate

Victoria and Lacia at Troyan Monastery

12th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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Victoria showing drawing skills and
the chicken is alive on the paper

WORK FACILITIES
AND THEIR NEEDS
1. Working space should be separated from the house and its activities,
so that the constant traffic of house
guests and other visitors does not
disrupt the artists and their work.
You can organize a tour for the people from the village and your friends
once or twice per season, if they
want to see artist’s work and facilities in action, but there should not
be any non- artists hanging around
in working space on a daily basis.
2. Working space should be indoors,
to protect from heat, wind, dust and
rain.
3. Working space should be provided with electricity, so that the
fans (in case of heat) and artificial
lighting for work after dark could be
installed in case of artists’ needs.
4. Each artist should be provided
with INDIVIDUAL WORKING
STATION.
EACH WORKING STATION
SHOULD CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
a. One working table of at least 1m
X 1.5m.
b. Additional smaller table to hold
artist’s supplies and instruments,
which are not currently in use.
c. A small shelving unit to hold
books, notebooks, computer, tools,
or other items.
d. A table lamp.
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e. A fan
5. Flat files (filing cabinets or sets of
drawers), sufficient to hold workshop
paper supplies, individual artists’
printing paper, and artist’s prints.
6. For intaglio processes (etching,
engraving, dry point, etc) the workshop should provide news print
paper (not newspaper, but real clean
news print), all-purpose drawing paper, and printing paper. If the workshop uses different processes – for
example etching, lithography, and
silk screen – there should be a separate set of paper provided for each
of these of processes in the clearly
marked separate drawers.
7. There should be a shelving to
hold the supply of plates in different
materials (wood, meatl, plastic, etc.
Plates should be provided by Lessedra (for a fee or for free), but should
be available to the artists at any time
as the need arises.
8. A DECENT PRINTING PRESS,
and a sufficient space for it and
around it, to accommodate other
furniture and equipment necessary
for printing.
There should be a rather large communal space for working around
the press. The production of a print
requires several stages of preparation:
inking and wiping the plate, tearing
the paper, soaking the paper, blotting the paper, etc. Each of these
processes requires a separate space
and equipment.
Here is what you need:
a). Inking table covered with glass, at
least 1m X 2m, in order to accommodate more than one person.
b). A table for paper preparation, on
which the people could work with
dry paper (measuring, tearing, or
cutting). .
c). Tear bar and a set of large rulers
for measuring and tearing the paper.
d). A water tray for soaking the paper (the bigger the better, but at least
1m X 1m)
e). Paper blotting table (at least 1m
X 1.5m), equipped with clean bath
towels and clean news print.
9. A hanging rack for wiping materi-

The center of Lovech - in front of the sculptures of Alexander Ivanov, (the artist
who made the throne at the Art Village called the Spirit of the Walnut Tree)

In the sudio of Alexander Ivanov

With Alexander Ivanov in the vinary of Lovech

Victoria - then let it try by herself
Christophor Krustev is a good artist and
now a master printer, assisting by the
preparation of the plate
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Victoria looking how Christophor is inking
the plate by the old fashioned way, which
Victoria does not like so much…

Victoria and Lacia looking at the works of
Mircho Mirchev (artist, who lived and worked
in Lessidren) in the gallery in Lovech

Kasarski is happy showing works
to Yotov and Kardjilov

Christo Kardjilov, Lacia Vogel, Marin
Kasarski and Kathryn in the mountains
of Lessidren

Victoria showing to Suzanne her first print

Everyday existence needs:
1. Provide an introduction tour
through the village, and a list of
shops (including pharmacy) and restaurants with their working hours.
2. There should be following items
in each gust’s living quarters:
a. Fan
b. Small fridge or cooler
c. Small hot plate or electric stove
d. Reading lamp
e. At least one small table
f. Electric extension cord
g. Waste paper basket

Victoria is interested about the prints in
the museum of Troyan Monastery - a real
evidence for the roots and for the historical
tradition of Bulgarian Printmaking
12th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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Victoria looking at the wall paintings
in the church of Troyan Monastery

als – tarlatans, cleaning rags, etc…
10. Shelving or cabinet for the inks
and ink modifiers, with clearly
marked compartments for each color. If you plan to work with Western
clients – order ink from the West –
Daniel Smith, Graphic Chemical or
Renaissance graphics companies.
11. A cabinet or a hanging rack to
contain tools necessary for mono
print, woodcut, or linocut – rollers,
brayers, wooden spoons, etc..,
12. Metal cabinet for storing combustible materials – like solvents and
grounds, as well as acids.
13. A well ventilated separate place
to clean the plates (can be outdoors,
if sufficient ventilation inside is
not available). It needs a large glass
covered table and a metal tray with
sawdust.
14. A communal area equipped with
a coffee table, chairs, small cooking stove, a kettle for tea and coffee
making, and a small fridge for snack
food.
This description is very basic, and
deals only with DRY processes,
which do not require acid. If you
plan to do etching, aquatints, and
so on, you will need a separate well
ventilated space to do it in, and additional equipment and chemicals.
This list also does not include anything required for lithography, or
silkscreen.
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SUZANNE BLOUIN

Lacia showing new
print to Suzanne
Blouin (left) and to
Debra Radke

October 7th 2013
Stone Walls (The Art Village)
Red stone walls warm in the sun
flowers white and blue
		
patches of weeds.

Susanne Blouin starting to work
on the plate in the outdor studio
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Red stone walls slowly cool at night
awaiting latching doors and secret windows
		
begging for the shelter of a roof
			
and quiet space for work and rest.		
What looks like a ruin is
		
but the base of a dream.
What looks like an end is
a promise of art to bloom..
Suzanne Blouin prefers to work in the shade of
the trees in front of the building in construction

Suzanne`s Study of the construction as a fundamental
of her work - this kind of red stone is unique and can be
found only in the mountains of Lessidren
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Suzanne Blouin feels well working on the plate despite
of the wrapped construction materials around…

Suzanne looking at Christophor while he
is doing the hard hand inking of the plate

Christophor showing the plate of Suzanne –
one very well etched plastic plate, good result
of the cooperation of both artists

Suzanne and Christophor one
very good tandem by printing

August 11th 2013 (October 7th)

Suzanne showing proudly her
first print at the Art Village

Suzanne and Debra in the friendly shade of the walnut tree

Marin has it difficult with the sculptural portrait of Suzanne
12th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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A July Afternoon
Sitting still in a low and deep soft green velvet armchair
in the stillness of the garden in a late July afternoon
I stare ahead or around
listen to the wind in the leaves
to the hens clucking below.
Every once in a while an apple falls on the grass
with a gentle thud.
I daydream
while the sculptor works at turning clay into a semblance of life
						
a semblance of my face
scrutinizing me intently
slapping or chiseling the moist mud into shape.
The smell of earth
of apples mingling with roses and thyme.
A stork silently circles above
the mountains a mighty wall around it all.
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DEBRA RADKE

Chrisrtophor doing his best to hold out the
potentialities of the press making a print by
two runs and fixing two plates

Daniel is curious, too, what happened
with the print of Victoria

Daniel, Rada and Suzanne...and
the Spirit of the Walnut Tree

Suzanne in the church St George in
Lessidren – how could it happen before
155 years people to build such one
impressive church in a small village

LESIDREN DREAM
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A story of my Artist Residency in
Bulgaria by Artist Debra Radke,
USA
The way I think of my two-week
artist residency in Bulgaria this summer is Lesidren Dream because it
seems like a dream now when I look
back. The pace of life in the Village
of Lesidren created the ideal environment for me to create artwork. Having few interruptions-no cell phone,
no television, only Internet service at
the Art Village and a break to eat a
lovely, freshly prepared meal 3 times
a day, allowed me to relax, think &
focus on my work throughout my
days. Georgi set me up with an ‘old
school’ wooden desk with a tilt top
that was perfect for me and I worked
out under the shade of a tree with
the ‘Foundation’ of the Art Village
spread out life size right before me.
That structure- the foundationserved as the starting point for the
first dry point plates I created during
my residency.
So many aspects of life and work in
the Village were a pleasant surprise
to me, while some created obstacles
to be solved in ingenious, if unexpected ways. It took a bit of detec-

Suzanne and Debra in the city of Lovech - in the background is the Junior High
School for German Language where Georgi spent 5 years from 1964 until 1969
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Suzanne and Debra at Troyan Monastery

Debra Radke starting the first plastic plate

Susanne Blouin and Debra Radke
at the Lake of Lessidren

Suzanne - the tube from a brandy is very
suitable for a package to bring prints
back home to Canada

Besides the usual requirements for
printmaking-paper, water, ink, plate
materials and a very rustic, smallish,
hand operated press- Georgi possesses the most exceptional set of
inscribing tools that I have ever had
the privilege to use on my plates. He
told me the story of the tools the
day I first saw them-handling them
and admiring the feel of them in my
hand, knowing each was hand made
by different craftsmen, while explaining to him that my father was a carpenter by trade. An artist friend of
his had acquired them as need arose
over time while working on his own
plates. He was nearing the end of his
need for them and was holding onto
them like the precious objects they
are. When Georgi related the story
of his ‘Dream for the creation of
the Art Village’ to this artist friend,
he offered them up so that other
artists, like me, could use them
rather then have them wasting away
in his studio. In return for such a
gift, Georgi contacted another artist
friend, a woodworker, who agreed
to create the beautiful wooden cases
for storing them-each tool in its own
individual slot all numbered on their
handles to assure the collection stays
intact. A magic karma comes with
the tools.
One of the highlights of the work

12th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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The very temporary Studio at the Art Village – here the artists have to
put more efforts and to show more skills than in a usual situation

tive work and the assistance of Lacia,
the first artist to arrive and begin
work, to figure out many aspects of
the ‘studio’ working arrangements.
Since the studio was outside and
also served as our dining room at
dinnertime, storage of our prints in
progress and our paper stock was in
stacks in the guest bedroom inside
the house. The large plastic sheets
we cut for our plates were stored underneath a wonderful Bulgarian rug
in the same room. And the tools-Ah
the tools- perfectly stored in hand
made wooden cases stacked two
high and used to weigh down the
prints and paper, like the litho stone
we use for pressing here at home.
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process for me was the chance to
print with Master Printer Christophor K. and create 2 editions of
prints from the plates I created. I
have worked with Master Printer Erika Greenberg Schneider here in the
states for 10 years, so I know a bit
about the collaborative relationship.
Add the fact that I speak English
and Christophor speaks Bulgarian
and the fun began. I would try to do
everything on my own, not knowing
how to ask in the beginning, and he
would come upon me and show me
a much easier way to fix an edge or
make a correction. I do dry point on
copper, which I brought with me,
but he put that aside and gave me
plastic to use instead. Christophor
would gesture abruptly and startle
me while I worked, trying to make a
mark with one of my usual favorite
tools I brought along-disappear-only
to return with the perfect tool. I
learned a different approach to rubbing the plate, a different method of
mixing the inks, a new expression
when pulling the edition printsOpah!!! I was once more reminded
that Art and the making of Art has
a universal language all its own. We
even got to the point where jokes
were understood, most of the time,
and what started as a challenge
became a rewarding working experience. I count Christophor among
the new friends I made in Bulgaria.
And, I left him 2 pieces of copper
so he could try MY techniques! Fair
enough.

Debra - inking of the plate is a hard work

Debra feels well in the outdoor studio

It is a great pleasure for Debra to introduce Daniel and Rada in Printmaking at early stage of life –
who knows may be later the grand children of Valya and Georgi will have same passion for Art…

Outside of work, day trips with
Georgi to Troyan Monastery and
the old city of Lovech were an adventure and a great chance to see the
countryside and be ‘tourists’ for a
day. I took many photographs along
the way-recording signs in Cyrillic,
hay carts pulled by horses alongside
the highway as we shot by going 60
kilometers, Soviet monuments and
apartment buildings in the Brutalist
style of architecture, lovely lakes with
wild flowers dotting the countryside,
and fresh fruit stands surrounded by

Debra and Christophor - fixing
the plate for the second run

Debra proudly explains to Victoria how they
succeed with Christophor to have a print with
two plates done by two runs on the press
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Debra and Christophor on the press

fields of golden sunflowers everywhere alongside the roadway leading
into Sofia.

Debra and Suzanne in the church
St George in Lessidren

Debra and Suzanne in front of the
church St George in Lessidren

Debra prefers to work in the shade
Richard Radke, husband of Debra
is happy in Lessidren

The last days when we stayed in
the city of Sofia before our return
home, I had the pleasure of seeing 2
of my dry point prints at Lessedra
Gallery in the current 12th Lessedra World Art Print Annual-Mini
Print 2013 Exhibition. It is a great
pleasure to be in the company of
works by artists from 51 countries
around the world. City life was a
nice contrast to past weeks spent in
the peaceful quiet of the Village. We
saw many of the sights around Sofia
that are in all the guidebooks including a scheduled day trip to Rila
Monastery, the largest monastery in
Bulgaria. That trip included a stop
at Boyana Church; an eleventh-thirteenth century church built in three
sections and covered with preserved
frescoes from each period. Only ten
visitors are allowed inside at a time
because of the size of the rooms and
the fragility of the frescoes. That was
a highlight.
Georgi is a unique person with an
amazing Dream and my husband
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Suzanne preparing the tube and Debra signing the second print

Walking through the village each
day to our hosts house was a wonderful pleasure, seeing and photographing daily life, the people, ancient homes standing next to modern refurbished ones, abandoned
buildings, the beautiful village
church, the sheep each day when
they were shepherded back through
the streets at dusk, and the beautiful
mountain peaks always the backdrop. A sitting for two evenings with
Bulgarian Sculptor Marin Kasarski
was an enjoyable and unique way
to make new friends and engage
in the work of art making. While
Marin sculpted and I sat for him,
Eva and my husband Richard talked
with us about Art History, politics
and change; sometimes in Bulgarian, sometimes English and Eva in
French when translating for Marin.
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Richard and I are happy and honored to know him, his wife Valya &
his family and friends, and count
them our friends. We both agree
that it was a unique and enriching
trip because of the welcoming way
they included us into their home
and family. We have very fond
memories of the evening dinners
with an ever changing array of artists and visitors speaking Bulgarian,
English, French and German all at
one table together; sharing a meal
of freshly picked vegetables, fruits
and meats all prepared with love and
friendship and washed down with
the Bulgarian National drink Rakiya.
The wonderful conversations ranged
from art to politics, life in the village
compared with the city; the state
of the economy before and after
“the changes”; and life in Bulgaria
compared to life in the US, France,
Switzerland or Canada. It was so
wonderful to be part of everyday
family life, really getting to know
one another, sharing cool evenings
with their beautiful granddaughter
singing songs & performing dances
in Bulgarian and singing Happy
Birthday at their grandsons birthday
party complete with decorations,
balloons and cake. It is a unique
experience to travel to the other side
of the world and be accepted as part
of a family. Richard put it best when
he told Georgi, “You are the rare
person because you have a dream,
and you are also doing everything
in your power and living your life
in such a way to realize that dream,
and that is indeed rare.”

Study for a group
portrait in the
outdoor studio of
Marin Kasarski

Debra will be “immortalized”, too, first in a clay
sculptural portrait, then it
will be casted in bronze

Rada looks very serious in front of the
second print of Debra – the print is a
special dedication from Tampa (where
Debra lives) to Lessidren
Debra and Victoria showing different
passion for work in this studio

We look forward to a visit to Bulgaria to see the Art Village when it is
completed.
DJR 9/2013

Debra and Richard
Radke in the church of
Troyan Monastery
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BEATE SCHELLER

Susan and Beate with the Residency T-shirts...

Residency Bulgaria
2011 my decision was made to participate in a 2-week printmaking residency in Lesidren, Bulgaria. It was
organized and curated by Georgi
Kolev, curator and owner of The
Lessedra Gallery in the neighborhood of Lozenetz, Sofia, Bulgaria,
where he works and lives with his
wife.

Welcome dinner at the Art Village
for Susan and Beate

Beate looks happy working
in the outdoor studio

Beate fixing the paper on the press
Beate finishing her first plate
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Beate Scheller starting to work

Through the last several years I got
more and more involved with the
annual Mini Print show organized
by Lessedra, with works from Printmaker’s all over the world.
Each year a juried show curate by
Georgi Kolev takes place from mid
June until the end of August in the
Lessedra Gallery in Bulgaria. Finally
a catalog is printed and available to
all participating artists and interested
visitors of the exhibition.
A couple years ago the news about
Georgi’s plan developing an Art Project in the village of Lesidren, (the
inspiration for the name of the Gallery Lessedra), was very striking. And
after sending quite some emails, my
decision was made to go to Bulgaria
for two weeks to participate in the
first residency in the summer of
2013.
Over the last two years Georgi was
sharing the status of the new con-
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struction of the Art Village building,
the plan, how everything is going
to be used, and also the relapse of
it. Meanwhile we got the list of attending artists sent by him, to get
the chance of getting familiar with
the others. Flight booked, luggage
packed and with some Leva in my
wallet the journey started mid August 2013. The unknown, a random
group getting together abroad was
actually quite exciting.
After being picked up from Sofia
Airport I had the chance to stay in
an apartment in the building of the
gallery. Being close to the neighborhood and Downtown Sofia was very
convenient. Right that evening I had
a stroll through Sofia and the side
streets close to Lessedra Gallery. Inviting Cafe’s and Bars were occupied
with guests escaping the heat, having a break with a coffee, beer and
a glass of water and having a good
time, too.
In the following three days a great
tour guide named Georgi, (another
“occupation” of him), showed me
around Sofia and it’s beautiful
sights. Also my request to make a
trip to the Rila Monastеry was very
appreciated.
All those beautiful and somehow
overwhelming sceneries I collected
in my mind, in photographs and
later as sketches were and are still
very inspiring for my artwork.
The desire to use architecture, but
also pattern and shapes in my prints
was perfectly fed through those following days.

Christo Kardjilov, and Beate Scheller
fixing the plate on the press

Beate Scheller with the first print

Susan Hurrell Fieldes prefers
to work outside in the shade

Susan finishing the plate while
Christo is preparing the press

A few days later I arrived in Lesidren
with another artist from New Zealand - Susan Hurrell-Fieldes - and
we settled in the main Hotel in
Lesidren, located right in the center
of the village. A short walk every day
brought us to the future site of the
Art Village Project. It is a wonderful construction inspired by the old
technique, building with boulders of
stone from the region. Chiseled in
form they sit onto each other with-

Beate and Susan looking at Christo while he is inking the plate of Beate
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out much of the use of mud or clay
in between to fix them. Horizontal
wood beams are added into the walls
after a particular height of stones for
better stability and for design.

Beate finishing her plate under
the control of Susan
Beate, Christo and Susan - looks
like a successful proof

Susan and Beate look deeply involved in their work

Beate and Susan at the press

The Bulgarian master printer Christo Kardjilov arrived the day after us,
helping us to get familiar with the
environment of this new printing
place in every aspect and for all purposes. I was very surprised to have
a master printer aside, because only
established artists can afford using
the hand, knowledge and work of
a master printmaker. (for example:
Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein...
and many more, until today) Most
of the printmaker I know of and I
worked with rely on their own expertise to print their work.
Christo showed Susan and me how
to ink and wipe plastic plates without using any tarlatan or paper. We
usually take paper from old phonebooks or newsprint to wipe most of
the ink off. Then tarlatan is used,
and finally the palm of your hand to
get the plate clean for the liking, and
ready to print.
This press was used only with felts,
without backing the final printing
paper with newsprint. The pressure
was not possible to set with a scale
to get it even on both sides. Here the
knowledge of printmaking becomes
very real; being able to produce a
good print, using my many years of
experience, and the sensitive touch
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Susan using the gloves of Beate
for inking of the plate

Despite of the unfinished work
space and living quarter the printing studio for the next two weeks
was set up outside under an open
patio covered with a tiled roof, and
surrounded with large plastic sheets
for protection from dust or possible
rain. With temperatures between 88
and 92 F (31- 33 C) it was shady,
but also warm. The garden of the
property had enough room to sit
down and work. Cats’ sneaking
around my legs, and the smell of the
Bulgarian cooking let me felt quit
comfortable.
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- to have the feeling how to work in
the moment.
But I am very proud to be able to
say, I learned from the best: Eleanor H. Erskine was my professor at
Portland State University where I
graduated from in 2004, emphasis
Drawing, Painting, Printmaking. She
worked as a Masterprinter for Roy
Lichtenstein, printing with a number
of other’s his large Lithographs.
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I never worked with plastic plates before. So it was exciting for me to try
a “new” material in a new uncommon setting. Etching copper and
zinc plates I am more familiar with,
but for the last 8 years I mainly
work with stone lithography, invented ca. 1796 by Alois Senefelder.
Sometimes I worked with woodcut,
used by Japanese artists since mid of
the 8th century. And after joining a
wonderful workshop taught by Richard Steiner (for me THE woodcut
Printmaker in the old Japanese style),
I still like lithography, etching and
drypoint the most.
Now to work drypoint on the plastic plate in this unusual outside setting with birds’ chirping, and with
chickens and sheep as background
noise was still relaxing and calming.
The first drypoint I created was an
image inspired by the sights of Sofia
I visited the couple days before. My
second image became the reflection of Lesidren we have explored.
Finally, during a one-day trip to the
Troyan Monastery images came together with pattern of the Rila Monastery as a third Plate.

Marin potraying Beate

Marin and Beate look very
happy and satisfied

Beate Scheller at Rila Monastery

Susan and Beate at Troyan
Monastery - the Wall Paintings

Beate and Susan - brave ladies walking
on the top of the wall in the Lovech castle

Susan and Beate in front of the Cinema
House in Lessidren where the first workshop
of Lessedra happened in the winter of 1998

Working with drypoint on plastic
made the images easy to develop and
printing them in a short amount of
time possible. Compared to etch a
zinc or copper plate this was a perand Susan
fect solution in this short period of Beate
in front of the
Painting of Petar
time being here.
Dochev (born
in Lessidren) in
the City Gallery
Lovech

Because of the lack of an indoor
space the outside studio became
somehow difficult. There was the
22

Petar Dochev has a very powerful contribution to the ultimate
synthesis and conceptual purity of Contemporary Bulgarian Art

Susan and Beate walking in the castle
of Lovech from the Roman times

Susan and Beate in the garden of Valya

Christo, Susan and Beate in the vegitable garden

Beate looks happy with the
natural tomatoes...

I reached my goal to print three
images, and I was satisfied with
the overall outcome. In this short
amount of time working on 3 drypoint plates and have 24 prints
done, was more what I expected,
because the 14 days of my visit in
Lesidren were also filled with other
activities, besides printing.
Getting the plates ready took a few
days. Having a great time exploring the village, the country sites of
Troyan and Lovech accompanied by
Susan and hosted by our wonderful
tour guide Georgi gave us another
day off work.
And a very exciting event happened
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Beate is helping Valya by the cucumbers

heat, or a breeze blew dust particles
on the damp paper and the inked
plate. To master a good print with
the given materials was another challenge.
But with a few adjustments of - for
example:
- the pressure of the hand built press;
which took a couple of uneven
prints to get it quit right
- the ink mixture; that was too
runny before and wiped off way too
easy- and the dampness of the paper;
I prepared a damp book in advance
to get a consistent damp paper
I produced good prints under those
circumstances, and for my opinion
they turned out quite well.
After asking for some helpful materials (i.e. cheese cloth) I was used to
work with, the overall printing finally
became successful. Still new situations can give you new inspirations.
But the ability to learn new things
in odd situations strengthens your
knowledge and helps you to succeed. Being open to those difficulties
and overcome those obstacles is a
learning process as well.
With real cheese cloth (still smelling
like cheese), an alternative to wiping
the plastic plate only by hand gave
me the ability to print in a manner I
was more used to, and getting good
prints done. In one morning I could
conquer my 3. image, printing it
eight times.
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as well, that occupied us a few days.
The sculptor Marin Kasarski was going to cast all members of the first
year of the Residency of the Art
Project in Lesidren in Bronze. Therefore I had to sit for him a few days
in the second week.
From each of my three plates I
printed one or two AP/TP prints, in
addition of the final Edition of 6.
Usually the development of an image happens through printing a SP
or stage proof. Each alteration of the
image is called a stage. TP is a test or
trial proof for adjusting, for example
the use of the amount of ink, or
pressure, before the final print setting. Bon a tirer print (printer proof
or good to print) is the proof for the
final look for printing an edition, in
general the “prototype”, or the one
the master printer has to use as reference for all other prints.
AP is an artist proof, used for a gift
or for exchange with others. This
number shouldn’t exceed 10% of
an edition, but no more than 12, by
larger printed editions.

Susan and Beate - these are real
natural tomatoes

Georgi Kolev’s goal was having an
edition of 8-10 prints from each image, created by each printmaker, who
came in 2013. With these images,
printed on a quarter sheet of Hahnemuehle paper (54 cm x 39 cm ) he
is planning to put a portfolio together including all those artist’s prints,
attending the opening year of the
first residency. This portfolio might
be up for sale or auction to support
the development of the Art Village
and it’s building. Also one of each
print goes into a Lessedra Gallery
display and one might be exhibit in
the Art Village, accompanied with
the casted Bronze portraits from
each participated artist 2013.
There is also the fact that this is a
good advertising to invite future
guests and artists to attend, so the
Lesidren village could become a
great art community.

Susan Hurrell Fieldes – yes, these are
the tomatoes, not the artificial staff
we buy in the shops called biological
products and organic food…

Susan and Beate in the garden of Baba Totka

Beate, Christo and Susan in the garden of
Baba Totka – Christo is very impressed
and inspired by the garden for a new
(Mystic) cycle of Paintings

The concept of creating an Art Village in an environment like Lesidren

How BANITZA is made - Valya showing
to Beate and Susan
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The famous Bulgarian BANITZA
prepared by stacking up layers of filo pastry
dough and mixture of eggs and Bulgarian
cheese and then baked in an oven

Susan and Marin friendly talking about
the challenges of art and the problems
of everyday life...

Susan and Christo on the printing press

Susan finishing the plate while Christo
is preparing the press

Susan - The Lady with the Black Hat
coming out of the press

My two weeks of working and living in this country, connecting with
those openhearted and open-minded
people was a great experience. Meeting other artists and colleges from
Bulgaria and from around the world
through this workshop enlightens
and inspires.
If anyone has the possibility attending a residency, Lessedra Art Village
in Bulgaria should be considered.
When you are planning to see and
live in a very diverse country (political and social), but at the same time
experience and explore how these
people are still rooted in their history, this is a place to visit.
A big Thank You
to Georgi Kolev’s indescribable enthusiasms in many, many ways.....,
to Christo Kardjilov for showing
his, for me new and interesting ways
of printmaking, under no familiar
circumstances, to Marin Kasarski
and Iva for their art-, heart- and soul
conversations in three languages,
and a very big hug and thanks to
Valya, who glued everything together
with coffee, water, rakia and her
wonderful tasty food - for sure I will
miss that.
All the best and
Vielen, vielen Dank

Susan`s print combined with Monotype
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Susan wants very much to add Chine
Colle to the print

is a gutsy project. Starting decades
ago as a collector Geori Kolev’s
wish grew, having his own space, his
now own Gallery and in the hopefully near future the great setting of
the Art Village in Lesidren in the
heart of Bulgaria. After the political
changes in East Europe 1989 Georgi
Kolev’s outreach to artists throughout the world is an amazing accomplishment. From New Zealand to
Canada, and from Europe to Japan
he made connection to well known
artists, but also to newcomers in the
field of printmaking. No wonder his
ideas are all about artists, art and
new art projects.
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SUSAN HURRELL FIELDES

Christo and Susan looking at the first edition

Susan is not so much satisfied
with the monotype image
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What is a residency.....
is it to travel into the hills....to a wee
village where time stood still is it to
meet wonderful people ....welcoming
people ....people who take the time
to communicate....with the help
of two dictionaries .... to visit their
homes is it to sit at the table three
times a day...and be served wonderful fresh food ...from the garden ....
from the cow across the road ....and
the chooks around the corner is it to
lie in the grass beneath a walnut tree
....in the shade of the hot cloudless
day is it to listen to the bells around
the necks of the sheep and goats as
they‘re herded out for the day and
brought home at night ....or the
clop clop‘ of the horse and cart going by is it to drink brandy ....to sit
for a portrait with a master sculptor
....to be taken out to see the history
of the region is it to have a master
printmaker on hand or is it to make
art and have the company of other
artists

Susan at Rila Monastery with the black hat

my experience at the village of
Lesidren is all and more of that
Beate Scheller and I were invited by
Georgi Kolev and his wife Valya to
spend 2 weeks at their home village
in the hills of Bulgaria .
It being my first residency .....

Rada and Susan so happy in the gallery
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Susan in the nunnery of Rila Monastery

I didn‘t know quite what to expect
In the end, I think.
...it was not about the art I did or
didn‘t make ....it was about the
people I feel so fortunate to have
experienced all this ....and so grateful
to Valya and Georgi ....I look forward to going again ....to see the art

village when it‘s quite finished.
P. S. Georgi....had to write...tell Valya
I had a tomato yesterday....it plum
tuckery had NO taste at all.....I think
I‘ll always judge vegetables and fruit
with the ones from lesidren Oh....
and did you find the book?

Yuko Fujita from Japan on August 26th
in the Mini Print exhibition in front of her
works meeting Susan Hurrell Fieldes from
New Zealand
Yuko Fujita and Susan
Hurrell Fieldes are happy
to meet for a dinner at
Lessedra
Manfred Egger
looking at Beate`s
sculptural portrait

Susan waxing the print
with iron in the presence
of Manfred Egger, his wife
Andrea, Beate Scheller and
a friend from the village
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Manfred Egger and wife Andrea,
Austria came on August 29th
and visited Lessidren to see the
Art Village and meet with artists

Manfred, Valya and Andrea at Troyan Monastery
12th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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CHRISTO KARDJILOV

Looking at the red stone construction I thought, “This is how legends
are born. These are the ruins of an
old and ancient building, or it is
the construction of the future spiritual center, Lessedra.” No-one here
knows. But I was sure that the only
person who has the answers is Georgi Kolev, born here, and a friend of
artists from all over the world.

ination: in the year 2099, at all the
art auctions in the world (including
Christie`s and Sotheby’s), the highest priced art prints are those created
during the First Lessedra Summer
Residency 2013.

In the outdoor sculptural garden of
the Art Village, the bronze statues of
the five pioneer artists are proudly
looking at the visitors: yes, we are
the first who believed in the immorLater on Kardjilov had a dream in
both worlds – of sleep and the imag tality of the Art Village!
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This was a good summer for me.
In the hottest part of it – mid July
and August – Georgi Kolev invited
artists from countries around the
world, the names of which themselves are a real lesson in geography.
I became a part of this artistic community drawn from as far as British
Columbia to New Zealand. In the
evenings, whilst enjoying delicious
Lovech brandy, our discussions took
us far from the printmaking studio
of Lessedra, located in a very temporary building of the Art Village,
which is still under construction.
Concerning the name Lessedra,
Georgi told us the history of a Roman general and an ancient village
with the same name.

Manfred Egger, wife
Andrea, Susan Hurrell
Fieldes and Beate Scheller
in front of the church in
Lessidren

On the next day I decided to have
fun with the villagers sitting in the
afternoon shadows, asking them
what they know about this famous
Roman general. The answers were
mainly silence with movements of
the head and shoulders indicating
“don’t know”… When no longer
expecting an answer, one old lady
with a thin voice told me, “There
is a construction made out of red
stones, I do not know what it is for,
it looks more like an old abandoned
or destroyed castle…you can go and
ask there.”
Then I went to Georgi’s yard where,
after I opened the creaking metal
door, a small black cat ran out.

It is wonderful to have a dinner in the gallery - Beate Scheller,
Susan Hurrell Fieldes, Andrea and Manfred Egger and Valya
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Technique/Media
Dry Point on plastic (Astralon/Veralit) Plate
Size of the Plate: 30,7 x 26 cm
Size of the Paper: 53 x 39 cm
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THE WORKS
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LACIA VOGEL
Canada

Schmutzka
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Feeding at Three
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Let Down Your Hair

VICTORIA GORO - RAPOPORT
U. S. A.
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The Chicken Head (only one proof by the artist, not accepted, not signed and no edition)
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SUZANNE BLOUIN
Canada

Experiment No 1 – Art Village

CHRISTOPHOR KRUSTEV
Bulgaria
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Lessidren 2013
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DEBRA RADKE
U. S. A.

Lesidren Dream

Tampa to Lesidren
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BEATE SCHELLER
Germany/U. S. A.

Around the Bell-Tower (Impressions from Lessidren)
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The Glimpse of Sofia

From Once Upon a Time
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SUSAN HURRELL FIELDES
New Zealand

The Lady with the Black Hat (Self Portrait),
Waxed Paper, 15,5 x 15,5 cm
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Lesidren Summer 013, Dry Point combined with Chine Colle
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Lesidren house

Lesidren Summer 013
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House, Dry Point combined with Monotype
12th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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CHRISTO KARDJILOV
Bulgaria
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The Sea I, 18,5 x 24,5 cm

The Sea II, 16 x 10,3 cm
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RESIDENCY IN PAINTING
CHRISTO YOTOV - YOTO
Bulgaria

One Night in Lessidren, Oil on Canvas, 33 x 41 cm

CHRISTO KARDJILOV
Bulgaria
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From the cycle Lessidrenian Gardens, the Garden of BABA TOTKA, Oil on Canvas, 69 x 94 cm
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